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Monday, March 29 of 2021

APPARITION OF THE GLORIFIED CHRIST JESUS ON THE SECOND DAY OF THE SACRED WEEK,
AT THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, PAYSANDU, URUGUAY, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS
DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

We praise You Lord, and we bless You,
for by Your Holy Cross you redeemed the world.

Amen.

 

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

I come to bring you the sublime frequencies of the universe, the vibrations of Peace, in which there
is no evil nor resistance.

I come to bring you the echo of the Message from the Heart of God, that same echo that was heard
by the people of the desert, from Abraham to the last prophets.

The echo of the Message from the Heart of God is immutable and infinite; it renews all, time and
again.

Today I want you to enter that frequency of Peace, where there is no suffering, where there is no
pain nor agony.

Believe, companions, that it is possible to renew all things.

I come from Heaven with this Message, and I open the doors of Heaven for each one of you.

Truth, withdrawal and reconciliation are found within the vibrations of Peace. It is there where you
must place your consciousnesses and minds so that My Celestial Kingdom may approach the world
and be able to help all souls on Earth.

Discernment, filled with wisdom, science and intelligence, are within the frequency of Peace.

You must not think that humanity will remain where it is, submerged in suffering and chaos.

Throughout all times of darkness, at the most difficult and acute moment, is when the Light of the
universe emerges, the echo of the Message from the Heart of God, that Message that the tribes of
the past and all humanities that passed through this planet heard.

Thus, your desert will end, your thirst will be quenched and your hunger will be filled with the
Presence of My Divine Spirit.

With these simple words, I come to place you in the true reality of the sublime frequencies of Peace,
where everything can be healed and renewed.
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God does not want you to fight or to survive. God wants to have you all in His Heart, because His
Love is so great and unknown that you do not know it and it is in that place where you must take
refuge, in the Sacred Heart of God, where everything is perfect, where everything is harmony and
peace.

Therefore, My companions, remove from your backs the heavy backpacks of yesterday, the heavy
cross that you carry incessantly, time and again.

Today I come to remove your crown of thorns.

This is why I am here in Aurora, so that the life of each one of you may dawn again, for the triumph
of the sublime frequency of Peace that today I bring you from the universe so that you may
recognize and feel it, because this is where you must be now, while the world purifies itself, purifies
itself in a broad and deep way.

Do not be deceived, do not be intimidated. If My merciful Heart and the Sacred Heart of the Father
are in you today, why must you fear?

I brought the Light of the universe to Earth with the experience of My own life, with the expression
of the Love of God in My Sacred human Heart.

Feel My human Heart, a Heart that understands and accepts you.

God does not want to see the world as it is now, souls have distanced themselves from the happiness
of God and have lost hope.

Therefore, trust Me, as often as necessary. In My trust you will understand the Will of God, you will
learn to accept it and to live it. Because the only thing I want is that you be happy in the celestial
fullness, in the joy of being My apostles, in the joy of being My companions, that despite what
happens, you not lose the coordinate of My Peace, but that you be pending to always be able to find
it.

And if you are in the frequency of My Peace, which is the Peace of the entire universe, how can evil
prevail?

Evil is made up of a lack of love and mistrust, of doubt and uncertainty. My Peace is made of faith,
of fortitude and of overcoming, of the overcoming that today I invite you to live and practice in the
challenges of these crucial times.

For this reason, I bring you the frequency of My Peace so that you can immerse yourself in the
ocean of My Peace, to be in the infinite universe of My Divine Mercy.

Placing My Hands in imposition upon you, today I anoint you again with My Spirit, blessing you
with the powerful sign of the Cross: in the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.

When the Father thought of creating you in His image and likeness, His intention was that you be
precursors of His Peace and that this Peace be one with all the Kingdoms of Nature, with all
Creation and with the entire universe. Because in the Peace of God you learn to live in the Universal
Laws, you learn to practice them, giving an example of generosity and charity to your fellow
beings.
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Today, I enter into all who accept the universe of My Peace so that you find within yourselves the
correct frequency and in My Presence you may feel and experience it.

The frequency of My Peace, the highest vibration of the Celestial Universe, is upon you today, it is
the celestial color of the sky, where a perfect unity, a perfect communion is lived, with the three
planes of consciousness: spiritual, mental and material.

Therefore, through the Temple of My Heart, enter the great vault of the universe of My Peace and
be part of that divine frequency in everything you think, in everything you feel and in everything
you do. Because if you do not do everything that you must do, under the impulse of the frequency
of My Peace, you will not understand the end of times and you will fear the events.

In the frequency of My Peace, you will be true collaborators of the Plan and you will have the
necessary intuition to help humanity.

Today, I contemplate the world within My peaceful Heart so that souls drink from this spiritual
Source and come out of the chaos of these times. That is one of the greatest treasures that I can give
you, that you be part of My Peace, every day.

Let us pray for those who have lost their peace, but also for those who wage wars in nations and
laboratories, for those who have departed from the matrix of Divine Purpose, for those who are in
eternal darkness, for those who realized too late the place they lost. In Mercy and compassion, let us
place all those consciousnesses in the universe of My Peace so that once again the triumphant and
Divine Mercy grants a special grace to all of them.

"Adonai,
Immutable and Infinite Spirit,

today I beg You, in the face of a world in ruins,
in suffering, in despair,

to accept the offer of the human heart
of My companions who, in imperfection,
fight for transformation, and, above all,

for trust in Me,
although many times they do not see nor feel Me.

Remove from the desert, Adonai,
those who have been left behind,

lost and confused by evil.
Open the oceans, just as you did with Moses so that this,

Your last tribe of Israel,
may cross the path that will lead to Your Promised Land,

where Your most intimate and immaterial treasures
are kept for everyone,
for all your creatures.

Adonai,
You have sent me to the world on this day and I ask You,

beloved Father,
that Your Sacred Spirit of love and wisdom
renew all things, heal all consciousnesses

and rebuild humanity and the planet. 
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Because, although Divine Justice is fulfilled,
You know, Adonai,

the value of My Blood that was shed
until the last drop,

until the last moment of My expiration.
I tell You again, Father,

forgive them, because they know not what they do,
forgive them so that they all have

the infinite Grace to return to You,
because My only and ardent desire

is that they all be part of My Celestial Paradise.
So be it.
Amen".

In the intimacy of perpetual communion with Me, today I send a special Message to all My
companions in Argentina.

My Eyes are upon your nation. I know that you are experiencing something you had never expected
and that the most innocent of all your people suffer a global injustice.

But I ask you not to drop the wood of the cross, that your lives be part of My paternal
Consciousness, that your lives be bathed and transformed by the powerful and spiritual Blood of
Jesus.

Your lives must be hope in darkness, joy in sadness, love in obscurity, light in shadows and Mercy
in all adversity.

Companions from Argentina, My promises have not changed for you or for your nation and
people. My Feet will still step on your land and, at the least expected moment, you will see Me
coming, not only through the clouds, but you will also see Me arriving into your hearts, where the
force of faith will not make you perish.

Today I dry the tears of those who cry for a nation destroyed by injustice and suffering. I am with
you every day, until the end of times.

Brothers and sisters from Argentina, come to Me and live in My Heart, because there I will alleviate
you and give you the strength to overcome; just as I give that strength of overcoming and of faith to
all My brothers and sisters in Venezuela, to all those who are sheltered, from children to the elderly,
in the refugee camps.

I will come for the most suffering peoples and I will make all things new. It is the Word of the Lord.

 

We praise you Lord.

 

Today I return to gather your intentions and supplications so that, as intercessor of the souls
between Heaven and Earth, God grants you Peace so that you may have fortitude and much courage
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to go through these harsh times.

But remember that I died for you and in the most sorrowful moment of My Life, you drove the nails
into My Hands, Feet and pierced My Side with the spear.

Spiritually, would you live the same for Me?

Love must triumph, over all darkness, because Love will triumph.

Withdrawn in the universe of My Peace, on this afternoon of Divine Mercy, I invite you,
companions, to prepare for the Spiritual Communion.

I bless you and give you My Peace.

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.


